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Aire de Bardenas is constantly changing its appearance. Nature is really the star here and it helpsde 
mood. The refreshing location is sometimes a semi-desert, a golden wheat field or an aromatic fruit tr 
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n Barcenas, in the southernmost part of Navarra, Spain, a 

hotel went up quite suddenly. Refreshing air from the north 

wind breathes cool into the scorching southern land. The green of 

the north is gone. replaced by earthy yellow sand. The northern hills 

are replaced by prairies, misty forests by a warm vineyard and olive 

island. This vast sem i-desert is spread against the backdrop of 

ancient castles from the medieval ages and the moon. On one side, 

a golden wheat field waves in the wind, and a shepherd guides his 

flock of sheep. And Aire de Bardenas, literally meaning "the air of 

Bardenas," stands in the middle of th is natural setting. 

Aire de Bardenas was built on the hopes and dreams of 

sisters Natalia Perez and Diana Perez. They want

ed to build a place where urbanites could rediscov
2 

er nature. It was to be a place of refreshing air, 

beauti ful daybreaks and stars dotting the night sky: 
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1 Aire de Bardcnas used metal sandwich facad e panels, which are 

low in height. With nature nearby, the holel appearance constantly 

changes. 2 The hol eI exterior offers a view of a golden wheat field 
3 The suites are connected by a few platforms. 
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in other words, a place where peoplecould feel thetranquility0 

nature and recharge their batteries.That'swhythehotel Aire 

Bardenas was constructed in a wheatfield in themiddle ofa 

semi-desert landscape. The sisters wanted to construct theho 

without upsetting nature. The project developed asthesiste 

became acquainted with Monica RiveraandEmilianoLopez, 

architects with a small studio in Barcelona. They were able to 

magic with the sisters' idea. They encountered difficulties fr 

start, however. The natural backdrop wasstunning, butthe 

was exposed to gusts of wind and extremetemperatures. And 

a tight budget of 1.8 million euros andoneyearin which tocom 

the project (it had to be buill within 12months afterreceivingp 

sion from the city government). The architects firstmappedout 

plan to help them get around the geographical and financial p 

lems. For that, theyused metal sa 

facade panels.Thesestructures,10 

height, can be disassembled and 
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the hotel, theypiledup huge wood 

A IIt!~ A~HAi ~ [i l~ <;> <U~:§. ~ ~'t!Q! tainers - normally used tocarry 

fruits - to help block the strong u 

wind.The eco-friendlywooden 

were effective in controlling the air 

and were easily movable.It ref ect 

sisters' wish to incorporate allthe 
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1 The gardenwhere vegetables are grown.Woodencontainerstllo k 
winds 2 The arrangement of the suites 3 Everysuushasa patio I 
and large basins 4 With their extra depth,the windowsonararestful 
The restaurant interior 6 The roomsare brightenedbysunshine 7C 
at the hotel entrance 
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that nature had given them. 

''The place where the hotel is located is a site that has been studied 

to the last detail," said Carlos, husband of Natalia, who is in charge of 

marketing. "Cierzo - the strong wind - helps us save energy. And 

due to its strong exposure to the sun , we can heat water using solar 

panels and lower LED use throughout the hotel. Being surrounded 

by nature, we are completely respectful of the enviro nment." 

Go past the orderly plantation of che rry trees , and you 

reach the monochromatic, cube-shaped main hall. The main build ing 

is made up of the common areas , including the reception area , the 

auditorium, the conference room and the restaurant. plus 10guest 

suites. The courtyard, with poplar trees and a reservoir, faces south

west to avoid the northwesterly Cierzo. Fruit trees , vegetables and 

the aromatic plants rosemary and thyme are planted in the garden. 

Chefs apply their touch to vegetables to tum them into fine dishes at 

the restaurant. The suites are arranged to avoid a clustered reel. The 

blend of light and shadow prov ides an energetic atmosphere all day, 

and as they are only accessible through an outside entrance, they 

guarantee privacy. 

Inside the suites, most of the furniture has been custom-designed. 

With its fruit trees and large basins, the Spanish terrace is another 

pleasant feature. You can relax in the shade or have fun in the water. 

The most interesting part about the rooms is the inhabitable window 

space. With their exaggerated depth and plywood lining , the win

dows offer a cozy resting spot for guests. The windows face north 

east to avo id the direct sun, and still offer a great view. Guests can 

snuggle up there to read , watch TV , or simply relax. 

One reason the rooms don 't have paint ings or photos on the walls is 

because the eve r-changing natural environment itself is a beautiful 

piec e of art in itself. 

"The hotel is full of little corne rs to discove r," Carlos said. "1 love to 

leave the central courtyard of popl ar trees typical of this area of 

Navarra and breathe the air at sunset in the spring when the sun is 

movi ng away. We're confident we can satisfy all the senses of our 

guests," he said. "Birds fly overhead, the wind gently touches 

you , and you enjoy natu re in a comfortable hotel. " • 

Lim Bo-r lm is a Spanish correspondanl. 


